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Corbie Appointed Acting President Of York
By Travis Lee
Sports Editor
The Board of Trustees of the City University of New York announced the appointment of Dr. Leo A. Corbie as acting
President of York College at a special
meeting on December 6, 1990. Corbie will
begin his job at York on February 1.
Dr. Corbie has been Vice Chancellor for
Student Affairs and Special Programs at
The City University of New York since
1984. He was also Acting Vice-Chancellor
for three years prior to that.
Corbie will temporarily serve as York's
president during a nationwide search for a
permanent successor to Dr. Milton Bassin;
President Bassin is retiring after nearly
twenty years of service to York College.
Although Corbie acknowleges that his
position as acting President is temporary,
he sees no excuse to be passive.
"My role will be to lead the college until
a permanent president is selected," said
Corbie. "I will have an active role. Leading doesn't mean being a caretaker or just
sitting on the sidelines waiting for the permanent president. My intention is to move
the college forward."
Corbie's current position as Vice
Programs makes him responsible for supervision of the Office of Student Affairs,
Admission Services, Veteran Affairs, Student Financial Aid, the University's Application Processing Center, the Italian
American Institute, the CUNY Athletic
Conference and the University's programs
for educationally disadvantaged students
(SEEK in the senior colleges and College
Discovery in the community colleges). His
office also serves as liaison with the University Student Senate.
"Everything student related is under my
jurisdiction as Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs and Special Programs," said Corbie. "We help students get through the
process of navigating the twenty units we
have in CUNY. Our office is essentially a
helping office for students."
Corbie feels that the focus of the City
University of New York, and York College, should be to provide students with the
best possible education.
"In order for this to be accomplished we

I As of February 1, Dr. Leo Corbie is the Acting President of York College.
must work closely with students," he said.
"This js very important."
Corbie's current position has more than
adequately prepared him for this challenge.
"I'm used to working with student
problems and student successes," said
Corbie. "Dealing with students is certainly
my strength."
Corbie feels that there are twp primary
reasons for his selection as acting President

I

of York. One was his prior success with
students. The other was his obvious success at Medgar Evers College.
Corbie served as Acting President of
Medgar Evers — from July, 1987 through
August, 1989 — while two national
searches were conducted to fill the permanent position.
"It was a very rewarding experience for
me," said Corbie. "I had the opportunity

of being at the helm when they moved into
their new facility."
Dr. Corbie served as director for the
SEEK program and Chairman of the Department of Academic Skills at Lehman
College before he joined the University's
central administration as University Dean
and Deputy to the Vice Chancellor for
Student Affairs and Special Programs from
1978 ot 1981. He had been employed as a
social worker in the New York City public
schools for seven years before moving to
Lehman in 1969.
A native New Yorker, Dr. Corbie is a
graduate of Music and Art High School.
He received a B.A. degree from Central
State College in Ohio, a Master of Social
Work from Fordham University, and a
Doctor of Social Welfare in policy and
planning from the School of Social Work
at Columbia University.
Although Corbie is anxious to fullfill his
new position, he is also cognizant of the
precarious budget situation in CUNY and
how it could affect York College.
"Our revenues have been eroded," said
Corbie. "We're looking at very difficult
times. Hard decisions may have to be made
upon my arrival."
The City University of New York was
originally established as a free academy.
The imposition of tuition meant that it
would only increase over time. Corbie
feels that students should be more openminded concerning an increase in tuition.
"It hasn't been raised in seven years,"
said Corbie. "Yet there is agonizing over
this issue — even though we know that
costs have escalated and revenues have
decreased."
Corbie feels that there will probably be
a certain amount of uneasiness at York.
There always is when a college has to accept a new leader. But Corbie takes a very
selfless approach to his work. He believes
that everyone should work together for the
common goal of advancing York College.
"I look forward to getting to York College and meeting the students, the faculty
and the staff," said Corbie. "I believe that
I can learn from those who have had experience in the enterprise (York College) that
I'm coming to."

The Real Story Behind How York Got Its Name I INSIDE
Manager, Barney Levantino, were traveling
By Robert R. Henry
by car to the Board of Higher Education
Feature Editor
The account of how York College got its Office on East 80th Street. Getting off the
name is extracted from an interview with FDR Drive, they wound up on York AvProvost Lewis J. Bodi, Vice President of enue.
Mrs. Kenny looked up and said,
Academic Affairs.
York College was chartered in October "Dumont, by George, that's it! "York'
1966 by the Board of Trustees. They College."
He said, "You've done it! That's terrific.
quickly appointed Dr.. Dumont Kenny to
organize the college. At this point, the • York College it will be."
Kenny was stationed in England for
college was simply designated as Alpha
College. Kenny had been thinking about a some time during World War II, and it was
name for the college for some time , but had there he chose his bride. It was thought that
because he was an Anglophile, and had a
been coming up empty.
Kenny, his wife, and then Business warm spot in his heart for the English, he

agreed on "York" as the college's name.
Everybody believed that a clever twist was
involved. New York City was named after
York in England. And York College in New
York, was to be likewise named after
England's York via York Avenue.
Years later, it was discovered that York
Avenue was not, in fact, named after York,
England. It was named after the famous
World War I hero Sergeant Alvin York. If
the naming process were to be followed
according to history. York College should
have been SERGEANT ALVIN YORK
COLLEGE.
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Levantino Rebuts Racism Charges Protest Raises The Racism Issue
Dear Editor:
It has come to my attention that allegations of racism have been made against me.
Although no one has confronted me or even
discussed this with me, the charges have
been made through innuendo and rumors.
Recently a one page flier was distributed
which listed eight alleged promotions of
staff members - all in my Division of Administrative Affairs. The flier described the
listing as "non- publicized college positions
already filled" giving the impression that
these were faits accomplis.
Nothing could have been further from the
truth. Of the eight, only one was a promotion—and that action was based on a competitive civil service list. The remaining
seven were simply not true.
The flier in question was not written as
a tabulation of numbers, but actually contained the name of my staff members who
were suppose to have been promoted. It was
anonymous and was given to Chancellor
Reynolds during her visit to the college.
Later that week, I was asked to respond to a
member of the Chancellor's staff regarding
the information in the flier.
What was most disturbing, however, (in
addition to the distribution of false information) was the inflammatory statement at
the end of the listing, which in bold letters
twice the size of the other lettering read, "All
White promotions; African-Americans and
Hispanics need not apply!" The intent, of
course, is quite clear. The flier maliciously
issued false information calculated to damage reputations, including mine. I for one
will not roll over and play dead to these
scurrilous charges.

Here are some facts:
Fact #1 - There are all together 38 professional positions in my division. Of the 38,
ten are filled by minority females, nine by
non-minority females, and six by minority
males - minorities and females make up
25 of the 38.
Fact #2 - Of the remaining 13, six have
been with the college for 20 or more years
and two for ten years. They have risen
slowly over their many years of service.
The remaining five have been here four or
more years.
Fact #3 - The one staff member who was
promoted to CUNY Accounting Assistant
from a civil service list is not minority. She
was next on the list for appointment. The
civil service list was issued by the Civil
Service Commission in June of 1989. The
college has used this same list to promote
seven other individuals before the one indicated in the flier. All of the preceding
seven promotions from this list were minority staff members. Why then was this
last promotion singled out in the flier?
1 am proud of my many years of service
to this college and of my contributions towards its building and development. I am
equally proud of the staff members in my
division who over the years have been dedicated, loyal and competent. They should not
be subjected to such harassment.
It is regrettable that a few malcontents
can, with impunity, create an atmosphere
of divisiveness and undermine the morale
of so many.
Sincerely,
Barney P. Levantino
Vice President For Administrative Affairs

York College
Black Student Caucus
proudly presents

Dear Editor:
Barney P. Levantino is denouncing the
charges of racism leveled against the York
College administration. These charges
surfaced during the protest in front of York
College.
Some of the protesters were prominent
members of the Black community. There
were members from the Black clergy,
N.A.A.C.P., the Urban League, York student government, community members and
York students. Some of the issues that were
raised during the protest were for community involvement in the Search Committee
for the new York President, and for more
accessibility to Black vendors with respect
to receiving contracts. This process needs
to be scrutinized closeiy because just this
past semester Service America Corporation
received a renewal contract without the
contract being opened to the public for
bidding.
There is the need for the York College
administration to become Blacker. Right
now, the only defense Levantine has is that
he has hired minorities who are women.
But, my question is: "Are they Black and
do they have any authority positions. Or are
they just show pieces?"
This same administration would say that
they are not racist. But, on the other hand,
they refused to let Jesse Jackson enter the
College to speak to the students about a
year or two ago. Jesse had to go and speak
at the Forty Projects instead. Why was such
a prominent Black figure treated this way
by an administration that claims that they
are not racist.

PANDORA'S BOX
welcomes your letters

CORRECTION

" O P E N I N Q CEREMONY 9 5
In The Atrium
February 6,1991 12 Noon to 3 PM
For more information
on the other events planned for
Black History Month:
Call 262-2258 or 2420 or 2286

In November letter
by Karl Marriott,
YSG's spending on
candy should have
been $100 not $900.

Pandora's Staff Wishes
The Desert Storm
Troops
A Safe Return

It appears that the truth is that York College students need to restructure our administration to reflect the make up of the
population. We need to encourage more
community involvement in the Search
Committee and in York College in general.
Our entrusted members who were given the
duty of protecting our interests have failed
us the students, community members, staff,
etc. Therefore, they should be removed or
downright fired.
This is the dawning of a new era for York
College. And the position of this student
body is that we will no longer tolerate racism to be exercised against any member in
our community.
Sincerely,
William J. Smith
President
Political Science C;ub
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CUNY Springs One
More Tuition Hike
By Robert R. Henry
Feature Editor
On December 6, 1990, the Board of
Trustees of the City University of New York
(CUNY) passed a resolution to increase
tuition for resident students at all 19 CUNY
campuses. This increase will become effective in the Spring of 1991.
Full-time undergraduate tuition for senior and community colleges will be increased by $100. Part-time students will see
an increase from $47 per credit to $60 per
credit. Non-resident students will not be
affected by the increase.
The tuition increase has been imposed in
an effort to ameliorate current and future
cuts in the instructional program. CUNY
Chancellor, W. Ann Reynolds, will determine if the net revenue resulting from the
increase will be available to offset the State
and City budget cuts.
"The State and City are in deep financial
trouble," said Barney Levantino, Vice
President for Administrative Affairs. "Because the State and City have reduced the
funding which goes to the City University,
the Board of Trustees had to increase tuition
to supplement the current funding to reduce
the impact of the cuts."
The tuition increase comes on the heels
of severe budgetary cuts sustained by the
senior and community colleges in 1990.
These cuts have been to the tune of approximately $80 million in actual and proposed cuts for both senior and community
colleges for fiscal year 1991-92.
"Without the tuition increase, the fiscal
problems would be even more serious,"
commented Levantino.
There has been skepticism among the
students at York as to whether the revenue
received from the tuition increase would
actually be put back into the educational
system to benefit students.
"There is no guarantee that the money
that we pay will be coming back to each
campus," said Christopher Diaz, York Student Government President. "It would
probably go to build more prisons or put
more cops on the streets. So we are paying
more and we are getting far less."

Vice-President Levantino explained that
the increased revenue would benefit the
educational system.
"The tuition increase goes to reduce the
budget," said Levantino. "The State's fiscal problem would be helped by an increase
in tuition."
In light of the present fiscal crisis, future tuition increases for CUNY is not at
all improbable.
"Money from the increase in tuition now
is not sufficient to pick up the whole budget slack," added Levantino. "An additional tuition increase is quite likely for the
1991 -92 academic year."
In addition to the increase, the formula
to determine whether part-time students
qualify for the Aid to Part-Time Students
(APT) program has been changed. This was
done so that more part-time students, who
make up the majority of CUNY students,
would get more part-time aid. This was
implemented so the increase would not
adversely affect part-time students.
"More students can be involved with the
pool of money that is set aside for part-time
students to qualify to get monies for being
a part-time student," explained Vernon
Haley, Dean of Students. "Traditionally,
part-time students do not get as much aid.
But there is an APTS program that in the
past has not been fully utilized because the
criteria has been limited. The State's Legislature has tried to relax some of the criteria so more people could be eligible for it."
But, according to a representative of the
United Student Senate (USS), the procedure used by the CUNY Board of Trustees
in voting unanimously to raise tuition was
illegal. USS is a senatorial student body
which is made up of student government
representatives from all CUNY colleges.
"Before they can raise tuition, they have
to have a public hearing," said Chris Diaz.
"They did not do that. So what they did was
illegal."
As a consequence, USS is suing the
Chairman of the Board of Trustees, James
P. Murphy. The litigation should commence on January 28, at 9:30 am at 60
Center Street.
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CardinalsNeed
Student Power
By Travis Lee
Sports Editor
For those of you who didn't know, athletic teams do exist here at York College.
For those of you who are already aware of
this, shame on you because you've failed
to support them.
There are a handful of students who do
make their way out to games and support the
various teams. But the majority of the students at York express little or no interest.
Unfortunately, the athletes at York have
grown accustomed to the dearth of fansupport. To the players, recognition has
become a foreign word.
Just ask the soccer team who won the
1990 CUNY Soccer Title. The championship match was played at Lehman College
where York had a cheering section of
maybe 10 or 15 students.
"This was nothing new," claimed Enric
Patraju, a senior soccer player. "We've
been our own support system all season
long because nobody seems to care."
Many of the students at York did not
know that our soccer team won the CUNY
Championship. There was no fanfare;
there were no posters hanging around
campus. The players were not justly exalted.
Such neglect is felt by many of the other
teams too. Our track team took first in The
CUNY Meet. Charles Catlin, a York runner, is the top runner in CUNY. He is also
one of the top collegiate runners in the
metropolitan area. Most of the time his
feats go unnoticed.
"If I was at York for recognition, I
would have quit a long time ago," said
Catlin. "I'm only involved because it's my
love."
Our athletes have been forsaken. The
students at York are guilty of breach of
contract. The athletes have adequately
represented the school. But the school has
not properly represented the athletes.
This is a shame because our athletes
sacrifice valuable time to compete for our

institution and they sometimes feel that it's
in vain.
"There were times when I wondered if it
was worth it," said senior soccer player,
Bryan Warde.
Warde was the CUNY Player of the Year.
He has a wife and new- bom daughter. "It
sometimes seems as if nobody cares," continued Ward. "But my love for the game
keeps me going."
This lack of concern by the students
creates a major imbalance for the players.
The thrill of winning on the collegiate level
is not only for personal pride and achievement. It is for the collective gratification of
the entire student body.
This "collective void" has not been filled
due to the blase attitude of the student body
and, to some degree, the Department of
Athletics.
The Department of Athletics has to make
a better effort to publicize upcoming events.
They have to give periodic updates on how
the various teams are doing. This will keep
students more attuned to what's going on.
It is important for the whole student body
to support athletic events. It is a step towards
unity. You might ask, "How does all of this
relate to a York basketball game or a soccer
match?"
It's simple. Where there is unity, there
is strength. It is one of the few times that
students can assemble to shout and cheer for
a common cause with absolutely no reservations. There is no dissention or opposition within the student body at this time. The
entire school is in unison and is pushing for
York to succeed and ultimately to win the
contest.
For the student body, this creates a positive flow of energy. This energy can be
channeled into other areas - - such as fighting the tuition hike or preserving student
services.
So, as we enter into 1991 and a new semester, let's make an effort to get involved
and support our teams. They definitely need
us. And we need them too.

Lipschutz Retires After Twenty Years Of Special Service To York
By Jose Ramirez
Photo Editor
Dr. David Lipschutz, Coordinator of
Veterans Affairs, retired at the end of December. Throughout his 20 years at York
College, Lipschutz has assisted both veterans and international students.
As a school psychologist, Lipschutz has
been able to implement relaxation techniques to help students relax while taking
exams. According to Dr. Fred Rickard, Director of Counseling, Lipschutz has developed considerable expertise in relaxation
techniques and has taught these techniques
to York students for many years.
In addition, Lipschutz has used hypnosis to help students. According to Lipschutz,
he was able to help a York student overcome
a unique communication problem. This
student had an inordinate amount of conflict
with one particular teacher.

The student did not know why she
couldn't get along with the professor, But,
through hypnosis, Lipschutz was able to regress her back to her childhood in Greece. He
discovered that she had a teacher who was a
sadist. Unfortunately, this York professor
subconsciously reminded her of the sadistic
teacher from her childhood. Fortunately,
Lipschutz was able to solve the student's
problem.
Lipschutz has also been instrumental in
administering the Veteran Administration
program. Rickard said that Lipschutz is the
main contact person for the V.A., and is responsible for getting information to veterans.
Rickard said that Lipschutz has also helped
international students in counseling and in
receiving scholarships. He added that
Lipschutz provides academic counseling,
personal counseling, and career counseling.

Furthermore, Lipschutz has also taught student development courses such as SD 101
and SD 110.
Professor Esther Clarke, Coordinator of
Disabled students, said that Lipschutz has
helped veterans adjust to college life. He
guides them through the financial aid process. Clarke also added that Lipschutz has
shown interest and concern for disabled
students.
"Lipschutz will be missed, and hard to
replace," said Jerome Kleckley, a veteran
student. "He has helped me in many ways."
According to Vernon Haley, Dean of
students, Dr. Lipschutz will be hard to replace because of his expertise. "There will
be an adjustment period in terms of recruiting and training of a new individual,"
said Haley.
Lipschutz started working at York College
in September, 1970. He started as a general

counselor at Queensborough Community
College, where York College was first located. After working for two years at York,
he attended New York University where he
received his doctorate in 1975.
Prior to that, he attended Brooklyn College
graduate school. According to Lipschutz, 17
out of 70 students who applied for the college
were chosen. He was one of the 17 chosen
and the oldest student in the class, at the age
of 36.
Lipschutz also fought in the World War
Two infantry against Germany and was disabled during the war.
For 20 years, Lipschutz was a successful
owner of eight lady's garment stores. "The
money was good, but I did not like the business," said Lipschutz.
After retiring from York, Lipschutz plans
to expand his private practice at home, to play
more tennis, and to travel more with his wife.
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Women's Issues Attract Students
And Faculty To Afternoon Tea
• Dr. Gloria Waldman, Chairman of the
By Peter Antonescu
Reporter
Foreign Language Department, Associate
On November 13, the members of the Professor of Spanish, and Delegate to the
Women's Center and the Women's Club CUNY's Women Coalition (CWC).
organized an "afternoon tea" at York Col- • Yvonne Flowers, Assistant Professor,
lege. The event, which was held in the Occupational Therapy
Women's Center in room 3C01, attracted • Diatra Jones, Director of Alumni Affairs
not only students, but many faculty and ad- and Assistant to the President
ministrative members as well.
• Dr. Stuart Dick, Associate Professor,
"The afternoon tea," said O'Kellon Psychology
McCreary, Director of the Women's Cen- • Dr. Cheryl Adams, Associate Professor,
ter, "is an incentive for women at York Biology
College to get together and share their • Dr. Jack Schlein, Associate Professor,
concerns regarding personal matters — as Biology
well as other problems affecting us as • Catherine Gray, Senior College Laborawomen."
tory Technician, currently York College
McCreary feels that York women need Delegate to CWC
a direct contact with all other women on and • Luz Espinoza, Student Representative
in other CUNY schools. This direct con- • O'Kellon McCreary, Student Representative
tact will enable women from York College • Tania Hernandez, Student Representative
to better organize.
Luz Espinoza and O'Kellon McCreary
"A strong cohesion among women is emerged as the center's student coordinaneeded," said McCreary. "There are still tors. Both of them dedicated most of their
many issues that drastically infringe upon time pursuing Women's Center goals.
women's rights. In order to solve them we
In order to heighten the effectiveness of
need to be of one mind."
the Women's Center, they attended a
According to Donna Chirico, Professor workshop offered by the CWC in the Spring
of Psychology, the struggle to develop a of 1989.
Women's Center at York College originated
According to McCreary, this four month
five years ago. An ad hoc group, formed in crash-course reinforced her desire to
the Spring of 1988, presented their case to strengthen and revitalize women's attitudes
the President Bassin. Their requests for toward the male dominated environment
support were supposedly ignored.
within CUNY campuses.
Nonetheless, on December 19, 1988,
"Women's concerns have drastically shifted
women on York's campus finally opened in the last decades," said McCreary. "Whereas
the Womens' Center. At that time, it was women had been regarded as domestic
an off-spring of the Women's Club. This commodies since not long ago, the new social
was the result of a collective effort made by. order toward which women aim today tends to

completely eliminate that view."
She then expanded on the center's more
immediate role.
"Our function as women's representatives on the CUNY campuses is to comfort,
guide, and support the ever-growing female
population," added McCreary.
McCreary reported that, at York College, women represent 65.5% of the student
body. As such, she feels that their demands
should be given top priority.
"None of the College's departments offered a course on women's studies this semester," claimed McCreary.
Tania Hernandez, President of The
Women's Club, went further on this subject.
"York College is one of the schools
within CUNY that does offer a certificate
for Women's Studies," said Hernadez. "Yet,
this semester, not one single department
offered one single class related to women's
studies."
Hernandez explained that this situation
is a result of a discriminatory budget distribution. Due to budget cuts, the first
courses from the college curriculum to be
eliminated were those which involved
women's studies. As a consequence,
women within the campus were denied the
essential source that would make them
aware of themselves.
Recently, the Women's Center began
formulating its Constitution and By-Laws
for enactment. Members of the Women's
Center, in collaboration with the SubCommittee, nominated Donna Chirico as
the faculty liaison to the Women's Center
and Diatra Jones as the administrative liai-

son to the Center.
It was anticipated, that by the end of
November, the Women's Center should be
a more concrete fixture at York.
"That would create the possibility of recruiting a larger number of members, to
better organize, and to impose our case once
a definite goal has been established," said
Hernandez.
Dr. Jane Schuyler, Associate Professor
of the Fine Arts Department, will offer a
course in Women Artists next semester.
This decision was partically due to a request
from members of the Women's Center.
"The course will discuss paintings and
sculptures by women artists from Middle
Ages through modern times," explained
Schuyler.
One of Ihe numerous goals mentioned at the
'afternoon tea' meeting was "to create a bond
and spirit of unity for women on campus."
Catherine Gray, a long-time activist, with
a strong feminist conviction, expressed her
dismay regarding the lack of unity in the
women's student body.
"The Pro-Choice Rally in Washington,
in the Spring of 1989, was attended by only
two students and myself," commented Gray.
"There were many other instances when the
women of the Center should have become
more involved in changing the system, or
at least keep the female students informed.
We must give them the opportunity to express their opinions."
Catherine Gray summed up the center's
goals in one sentence.
"The decisions regarding women should
be our decisions," declared Gray.

Finals Before Christmas Gets Mixed Reviews From York Community
By Ameer Robertson
News Editor
The 1990 Fall semester was the first time
that finals were given before Christmas. The
rescheduling of the finals received mixed
reviews from both students and instructors
at York.
This year's calendar is on a trial basis. It
was put in place by former president Milton
Bassin. He approved this schedule under the
condition that it would be followed for a
maximum of two years. After this, the results will be used to determine whether or
not this schedule is an expedient one.
After interviewing students and faculty,
it became apparent why a two year test period was instituted to determine the practicality of the current schedule. Opinions
about the new schedule and it's effects
varied greatly among both faculty and students.
"When I first heard about the new
schedule, I was ecstatic," said Reginald Lide
an Information Systems Management major. "I didn't think at all about the ramifications. It wasn't until the approach of the
finals that I felt the impact of the schedule.
I found myself up all hours of the night
cramming information. Oddly enough, I
prefer this schedule."
There were many students like Lide who
were willing to withstand the increased intensity. They looked forward to the long
break awaiting them. Others missed the

week off before finals.
"The major problem with this schedule
is that it doesn't give me enough time to
prepare," said Karl Marriott, an Accounting
major and student government senator.
"During the days leading up to the finals,
you are still learning new material. Therefore, if your finals are cumulative, you must
review the information that was taught
during the semester plus internalize the new
information. This schedule definitely will
affect my grades. I prefer the old schedule."
Contrasting assessments were found
among faculty members as well.
"I really have not had any trouble with
the new schedule," said Daniel Kelly,
Chairman of the Department of History and
Philosophy. "I have not seen any major
trouble among the students. The only difference that I would note is the amount of
students that approached me asking for advice in doing their term papers. I sense that
many students really relied on the one week
break before finals."
Joan Baum, a professor in the English
department, also maintained that the rescheduling has not affected her instruction. However, she was concerned with the
change in section hours in English courses.
And the possible affects of the long
intersession upon the skills acquired by
students in developmental English courses.
"It (the rescheduling of finals) hasn't
affected my instruction at all," said Baum.

"It has affected my student's learning. What
really bothers me about the schedule is more
than a question of when the semester should
start and end."
To simultaneously comply with New
York State mandated hours of instruction,
and work along with the new calendar,
many section hours were altered.
"I am certainly against taking the five
hours from English 115 and making it into
two sessions— especially where three might
be better," said Baum. "For English 125 to
have a four hour course run once a week is
terrible. In developmental courses, it is hard
to develop those skills just meeting once or
twice a week."
Baum also expressed her concern about
the affect of the long intersession upon the
skills of students who do not practice writing over the break.
"I have always had a problem with a
break in the continuity of instruction," said
Baum. "The very skills that the students
come to have are going to have a long
intersession to do nothing but dissipate.
That's what I fear an early intersession encourages."
Other professors did not have any problems whatsoever with the new schedule.
"It (the new schedule) didn't have an
impact on the content of the course that I
taught," said Dr. Megee, a Biology professor. "And, in reviewing the final exam results, I didn't find that it had a negative

impact upon the students."
Dr. Magee did not see any difference
between the demands of this semester's
schedule and last Spring's schedule. The
new schedule is one that Dr. Megee prefers.
But he thinks that the students should have
a reading period before finals.
"When classes end on Friday and exams
start on Monday, I think that it's a difficult
situation for students in some courses," said
Megee. "It would be nice if there was a
reading period in between the process of
students receiving their final exams."
These problems cited by students and
faculty members were anticipated during the
initial establishment of the new schedule. As
Chairman of the Instruction Committee,
James Como (Chairman of the Performing
Arts Department) formally presented the
idea to the York Senate. After receiving
majority approval, the proposed schedule
was then presented to the President. Before
approving the new schedule, Bassin asked
for a workable calendar. This calendar
would include the mandated hours of instruction, acknowledge the holidays, and
comply with faculty union labor contracts.
After Como and his colleagues created
such a calendar, the new schedule was approved to run for a maximum of two years.
At the end of this time period, problems
such as the ones cited by students and faculty will be examined. And, finally, it will
Continued on Page 7.
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Law Forum Gives York Students Solid Leads On Legal Careers
By Humphrey Smith
Reporter
On December 5, the departments of Political Science, Psychology and Student
Development/Counseling sponsored a Law
Forum in Rm. 2M05 from 1:00 p.m. to 2:30
p.m. The Forum addressed the Legal Career
Process and provided students with information pertaining to the various career options available beyond law school.
The Law Forum was the project of Professor Shirley Ostholm- Hinnau and Professor Ester Clarke. Every year, both professors combine their efforts to provide
York College with a career program.
Seven panelists were invited to address
the student body. Each panelist was given
10 minutes to speak. This was followed by
a question and answer session.
Panelists for the program included:
Matthew Wilkes, Associate Dean for Student Affairs, New York Law School; David
Chang, Professor of Law, New York Law
School; Lance Dandridge, Attorney, Queens
Legal Aid Society, York Alumnus 1981;
Wendy Phillips, Attorney, Legal Aid Society of New York, York Alumnus 1983;
Patricia Satterfield, Judge Elect N.Y.C.
Civil Court, Assistant Deputy Counsel
N.Y.S. Office of Court Administration;
Katherine Lake-Hall, President, York
Alumni Association, Student, St. John's
Law School, York Alumnus 1988; and
Donald Vernon, Student, New York Law

School, York Alumnus 1989, Ex-President
York College Student Government.
"We were hoping to have a large student
turnout," said Professor Ostholm-Hinnau.
"We would like to encourage students who
might be considering a legal career, and to
help those students who are not sure, to
discover career opportunities that they might
not have considered."
Four of the invited panelists were York
Alumni. Donald Vernon took part in the
proceedings although he is preparing for his
final examinations. Lance Dandridge is
scheduled to appear in court, but set aside
his lunch hour to attend.
"Our graduates remain interested in York
College," said Professor Clarke. "They
serve as role models for the current students."
Clarke also added that the examples set
by Vernon and Dandridge clearly illustrate
the commitment of past graduates who wish
to share their experiences with York's
students.
Students attending the Forum were able to
meet the returning alumni, and make contacts
that could be very useful in the future.
Dean Wilkes of New York Law School
was accompanied by his staff during the
program. The admissions process for entry
into law school was thoroughly covered. It
is hoped that enhanced law school placement opportunity will result from student
interaction with the dean's staff.

Former YSG President Donald Vernon returns to York for Law Forum.
The decision to invest a portion of one's
life in law school should be carefully
thought out. Professor Ostholm-Hinnau
recommends that students considering a
particular law school should visit that school
and begin making contacts. If it is possible,
they should even sit in on an actual class.
"Law schools are interested in students

with good skills who are willing to learn,"
said Ostholm-Hinnau. "They must be interested in the law and also interested in
people."
Any student interested in pursuing a legal
career should contact Professor OstholmHinnau through the Department of Political
Science/Psychology office.

York's Small Business Development
Center Opens Up Big Opportunities
By Marcia Moxam
Community Affairs Editor
The Small Business Development Center at York College is about to turn two years
old. It is one of many such centers housed
in various CUNY and SUNY colleges.
In February 1989, James A. Heyliger, a
business man with over thirty years experience, initiated this important program at
York. According to Heyliger, the center
provides technical assistance to people
starting, stabilizing or expanding a business.
"When a business person comes to see
us, the first thing we do — after assessing
their needs — is request certain documentation," said Heyliger. "We then put together
a business plan or loan package."
The program is funded by the federal and
state governments. But a grant received
through the efforts of Councilman Archie
Spigner [D/Jamaica] enabled them to meet
"matching quota" this year. According to
Heyliger, however, the program is contingent upon York's hospitality. The center
operates under the auspices of the college's
Division of Adult and Continuing education.
"The program is very unique", said
Heyliger. "But if York does not agree to
accept this program, we fail to exist. It's that
simple. They have given us a host of funding in terms of in-house assistance. They are
highly computerized and this allows us to
have computer hook-up with eighteen other
centers all over the state. In July, we will
go on nation-wide hook-up."

In addition to assisting in business development, the Small Business Development Center is also instrumental in "procurement and advocacy." They help small,
minority, and women-owned businesses to
obtain contracts from government agencies
such as the Port Authority and Housing
Preservation and Development [HPD]. As
of September of this year, the center was
responsible for bringing $3,200,000 in
venture capital into Queens. 70% of this
money, says Heyliger, is in South East
Queens. He further pointed out that other
than a bank — or other lending institution—
no other program has brought this kind of
money into South East Queens.
The business community seems pleased
with the Center's impressive start. "It has
been an excellent resource for the entire
community," said Nat Singleton, Executive
Director, of the Association of Minority
Entrepreneurs of New York, (AMENY). "It
provides services for the entire Black community. Services that are not always
available to Blacks. For instance, how to
identify business opportunities. Mr.
Heyliger is doing an excellent job."
Singleton also applauded York's role in
supporting the program.
"York College has reached out to the
entire community in many ways. It educates
community residents and prepares them for
the business world," Singleton concluded.
The best measure of the programs effectiveness, however, comes from those they

counsel. Norma Edwards, President of
WECO Cleaning Specialist Inc., summed
it up quite eloquently.
"In a nutshell, excellent," exclaimed
Edwards, in a thick Caribbean accent. "They
developed a business plan for me which I used
to obtain two loans. In fact, I am still working with them, they are helping me to
implement programs for the expansion that
we did."
Heyliger then looked into the program's
near future.
"We have submitted a proposal to the
United States Department of Transportation
for assistance in establishing a minority
transportation company," said Heyliger.

"We have also applied for a grant from the
federal government to do a feasibility study
for a small business incubator for women
and minority businesses."
Mr. Heyliger would also like to work out
a plan with York's Business Department. He
wants students to intern at the Small Business
Center and receive credits. He pointed out
that this would be a "golden opportunity" for
students to learn business planning.
The Small Business Center further assists
businesses and would-be entrepreneurs by
holding workshops and net-working parties.
The latter was scheduled for December 20.
And Heyliger invited all business representatives to "come and exchange cards".

Career Services Center
U.S. Government Jol

OPEN NOW
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Must Be U.S. CITIZEN • Work Near York College
EARN $17,489 FIRST YEAR
MUST HAVE AT LEAST 60 COLLEGE CREDITS
or
TWO YEARS EXPERIENCE DEALING WITH PUBLIC
APPLYING LAWS
APPLY THIS WEEK ONLY
Room 1CO1
For Details and Applications See Suzanne Heineman
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Skeeter Brings Street Smarts To Upward Bound
By Kelvin Spooner
Reporter
In October, the York College Upward
Bound program welcomed its new director,
Walter Skeeter. He succeeds Eric Shoulders, who was not reappointed during the
summer.
The Upward Bound program is federally
funded by the Department of Education. Its
purpose is to help high school students develop the skills and motivation necessary to
have success in college. It provides students
with academic support, personal and career
guidance, as well as enrichment experiences.
The program was established in 1965.
Through the efforts of Dean Vernon Haley,
who wrote the proposal, a branch has been
at York College since September of 1989.
Skeeter's personal background, in addition to his education, brings a special quality to his post. As a youth who was raised in
Harlem, Skeeter participated in a program
very similar to Upward Bound, called College Discovery. This was while attending
Seward Park High School in Lower Manhattan.
"It helped me to cope with being in a low
economic situation," said Skeeter. "It helped
me realize what I had to do to better myself.
That there was hope."
But College Discovery was not the only
program Skeeter was involved with. Out-

side of school, he was active in various
community programs such as the Boy
Scouts, Neighborhood Board Nine Youth
Committee, and fifteen years with the New
York City Mission Society Cadet Core. The
Cadet Core was also a big influence on
Skeeter's life.
"They provided me with formal training,
leadership training, and counseling," said
Skeeter. "I started out as a private, and ended
up as captain."
Skeeter became, and still is, a member of
the Pen and Scroll Military Fraternity, which
is an offshoot of the Mission Society.
After high school, Skeeter spent some
time at Manhattan Community College. He
received his BA in Liberal Arts from
Goddard College in Vermont. In 1982,
Skeeter earned a MA in Adult Education and
Community Resource Development from
Fordham University.
While attending college, Skeeter held
jobs in the New York City school system.
He started out as a teacher's aide, worked as
a para-professional, and obtained his
teacher's license in 1980.
"I taught the fourth grade," said Skeeter.
"I also had a special education license which
I used to teach in junior high school."
Skeeter remained active in the Harlem
community as a teacher. He served on Community Board Five in Harlem. In the Grant

Houses, where he grew up, Skeeter was instrumental in organizing the tenant patrol.
He also helped to organize a successful rent
strike for maintenance repairs.
'To this day, they are still making repairs
because of our strike," said Skeeter proudly.
Due to a family crisis, in 1985, Skeeter
relocated to Newport News, VA. It did not
deter him from his work with the youth.
While there, he and his wife, who is also a
high school counselor, set up a service called
Empowerment Associates.
Its function was to assist high school students and their parents with the process of
applying for college, filling out financial aid
forms, and finding available scholarship
programs.
Upon his return in 1989, Skeeter set his
sights on higher education. He continued to
teach until obtaining this position.
Understanding the steps it takes to reach
a goal is one area Skeeter is concentrating
on with the students of Upward Bound.
"My main focus is trying, through educational and career development, to have the
youth decide what they want to do," said
Skeeter. "It they decide what they want to
do early in life, they will be better equipped
to go in that direction."
Skeeter also understands the many negative influences that face today's youth. As
a youth, Skeeter was subjected to the same

dilemma.
"As a fourteen year old, I went to funerals of other fourteen year olds who overdosed
on drugs," said Skeeter. "Very early in life
I made up my mind that I wasn't going to
fall victim to that."
"I had friends, who were stealing cars,
burglarizing other people's houses, and using drugs," Skeeter said. "I could not be a
part of that. I felt that if I persevered, I would
come out on top in the long run."
Skeeter is a living testimony that it is
possible to rise above the ashes to become
someone positive and productive. This is
the message Skeeter brings to his students.
Skeeter is delighted to have the opportunity to work with Upward Bound.
"I have the facilities of this college. I have
a program with rules and guidelines that have
been established since 1965," said Skeeter.
"I feel very comfortable that I'm in the best
spot to do what I like to do."
And what Skeeter likes to do is motivate
and inspire young people.
"I hope to be able to make a lasting impression with the youth and give them formula for how to be successful," said Skeeter.
"I hope to be able to publish some things
that will be inspiring and practical for them."
This is a goal Skeeter has already partially reached. The Upward Bound program
is fortunate to have him.

"Home Alone"
Intramural Football
Is A Holiday Smash Hit Kicks OffAt York College
ByShariffAli
Reporter
"Home Alone," the new comedy by John
Hughes, stars Macaulay Culkin, Joe Pesci,
Daniel Stern, Catherine O'Hara, and John
Heard. It's directed by Chris Columbus, who
brought us "Adventures in Babysitting".
"Home Alone" stars Culkin as eight
year old Kevin McAllister, an obnoxious
little brat that has a mom & dad, four
brothers and sisters, an aunt & uncle, and
six cousins.
The McAllisters are all traveling to Paris
for the holidays. But everything that could
go wrong does. When the electricity blows
out, the family oversleeps and nearly misses
the plane. Arriving to the airport just in time,
the family boards the plane with ease. The
trip goes smoothly until Kevin's mom, Kate
(O'Hara) forgets one thing—Kevin.
When Kevin awakens to find that his
family has "disappeared," he is forced to
grow up a little quickly. Two bumbling
thieves decide to burglarize the homes on the
block. When Kevin realizes this, he takes
charge of the situation and does everything
to defend his house from the burglars.
"Home Alone" is one of the funniest
family-oriented films in a long time. Culkin,
who gives a superb performance for a ten
year old, holds the movie from beginning
to end as the boy who can take charge of
any problem.
Pesci and Stern are great as the two
thieves who go by the name of "The Wet
Bandits." They give good physical performances that are reminiscent of the early
days of John Ritter, when he was on
"Three's Company."
O'Hara and Heard play the parents that

Macaulay Culkin is the young star of
holiday smash hit "Home Alone".
are concerned for the welfare of their son
and do everything to get back to him.
There is also a good cameo performance
by John Candy as Gus, the leader of a Polka
band that is trying to get to Milwaukee by
Christmas.
Hughes, who is known for his teenage
dramadies (Sixteen Candles, Pretty in Pink),
as well as his outrageous comedies (Weird
Science, National Lampoon's Vacation trilogy, and last year's Uncle Buck, also with
Culkin and Candy), writes a well-crafted
script that has consistency and timing.
Columbus, a protege from the Steven
Speilberg camp, directs the comedy with
precision and a fast-pace. With the addition of a good score by John Williams (Star
Wars, Superman), Home Alone is the perfect movie for the whole family, as long as
you don't leave anyone at home. Rated PGPhysical violence and one vulgar word.

By Humphrey Smith
Reporter
In the late autumn chill, student athletes
line up in opposition, signals are shouted and
players go into motion on offense and defense. Intramural football is alive at York
College.
The intramural football program is the
creation of Charles D. Alston, Director of
Intramural, Recreation, and Aquatics. The
deadline for team registration was November
24. Actual games began on November 30.
The teams are comprised of eight players—three of which must remain on the line
of scrimmage. Blocking is permitted on the
line, and the defensive team is permitted to
blitz the quarterback. Penalties will be assessed for infractions such as personal fouls,
illegal contact and holding.
"Traditionally, most schools offer intramural football," said Alston. "We hope it
will enjoy the same success as intramural
basketball."
Alston also stated that the football program
will allow students to participate in athletics
and to socialize in a safe environment.
Currently, three teams have officially
registered to participate. They are the Nicks,
Los Diablos, and the Bulldogs.
"I'm impressed by the level of proficiency
displayed by the other teams," said Nick

Sityari, captain of the Nicks. "But, man to
man, we are the best."
The Nicks are the only team with a female member. She is Christine Perrault, wide
receiver. Sityari confidently predicted that
his team will take the championship. Los
Diablos also estimate that their chances will
be as good.
"Our players possess strength, speed,
talent, and the ability to think quickly," said
Mark Robinson, a wide receiver for Los
Diablos. Jorge Rodriguez, team captain,
stated that the only team deficiency is the
lack of a cheerleading section. Rodriguez is
currently attempting to address this matter.
The Bulldogs are co-captained by Robert Elsinger and Louis Llull.
"Our team enjoys the game, and entered
intramurals to participate in the competition," said Llull. "We are motivated to win.
We have lots of spirit, and we are the only
team that has cheerleaders."
Llull stressed that his team members were
friends of the other teams, and harbor no
animosity towards them.
While the different teams disagree on
which team will be the champion, they all
agree that more teams should form to compete in the program. Sign up rosters are
available in room P200 of the Physical Education Building.
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An Adventurous York Exchange Student
Reminisces About A Fine Year In France
ByShariffAli
Reporter
Some students would love to have the
opportunity to travel to Europe and experience the culture and lifestyle of the people
there. One student who was given this
chance is Corinne Thompson, a third-year
Foreign Language major. She returned to
York for the fall semester after spending a
year in France.
Thompson was selected from the New
York-Paris exchange program where she
was elected to spend one school year in
France. The program was designed by the
Political Science and Foreign Language
departments. It is used to help bridge the gap
between the two cultures.
Professor Anna Raitiere of the Foreign
Language department and Dr. Richard Boris
of the Political Science department introduced her to the prospect of entering the
program.
Leaving on the eigth of September, and
making a stopover, she arrived in France on
the fourteenth. Armed with two suitcases
and a large knapsack, Corinne was lost. And
"being lost", as she says, "is not exactly the
greatest thing to be, especially in France".

Arriving in Caen, Thompson made her
way to Paris and eventually found the family she was to stay with—the Perias. One
of her strange experiences upon arriving
was finding directions.
Trying to find her way around, she found
that French people are not exactly the best
ones to go to. But in Paris, you really have
no choice. When confronting a gentleman
to ask for a specific place, his attitude was
snotty and insulting. This was just the beginning.
When Thompson was taken to the home
of the Perias, she found out that the home
was actually a school for elementary students. The Perias owned and operated the
school and had living space there as well—
bedrooms, bathrooms, etc.
After the school was closed for the day,
Corinne had all of the facilities open to her.
The gym and kitchen were just some of the
places that were available to her.
School was the most anticipated part of
the trip for Thompson. She attended the
University of Paris on Wednesdays and Fridays for classes in Writing and English,
which lasted about three hours each. She also
took Dance as an extra-curricular activity.

Finals

Continued from page 4.
be determined whether or not the new
schedule will be followed permanently.
"Although there has been some disadvantages cited, we still have to wait until the
break is over in order to fairly weigh the
advantages," said Como. "Only then will we
be able to properly assess finals before
Christmas."

The school experience, as she puts it,
"was a diffrent learning experience that
cannot be matched in America."
Being in one of the greatest cities in the
world prompts most people to go sight-seeing. But for Thompson, it was the farthest
thing from her mind.
"Being in the city doesn't mean you have
to visit," said Thompson. "As long as
you've been there, that's all that matters and
nothing else."
Her statement is a reflection of how we
view our city. Although she did visit the
Eiffel Tower and the Pompidou, (a famous
museum in Paris) that was the extent of her
sight-seeing travels.
"As time progressed, I found myself to
be more independent than I was before," she
confessed. "I began to rely more on my
abilities than on anyone elses."
Thompson felt that the French were not
the easiest people to deal with.
"The people of France were touchy in
terms of the language barrier," she said.
"The majority of the French people speak
French and another language, be it English
or Russian. People don't exactly go out of
their way to be nice. They feel that if you

can't understand them, then you shouldn't
bother them."
Her personal experience was one of interest and insult. They were relaxed towards
her, but were a little laid back about being
with someone from out of town.
Another important aspect Thompson
noted was the race relations in France.
"The relations of the people towards each
other has changed drastically," revealed
Thompson. "Their ideas of race relations
are similar to the American ways."
Thompson said that the ideas and styles
of teenagers are surprisingly similar to ours
in terms of Fashion and Entertainment.
"The clubs, movies, and other "hot
spots"—as well as the music—is similar to
ours," said Thompson. "Rap, R & B, and
Reggae receive a huge amount of radio play."
Finally, on June 23rd, Thompson came
home to stay and found many things different about herself and the people around her.
One funny thing she noted was that Americans are overall fatter than French people.
Although she is happy to be home, she still
misses France and hopes to return one day.
"I'm planning things out at this moment," said a smiling Thompson.
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NO BLOOD
NO BLOOD ON THE SAND
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WE CAN'T STAND TO SEE THE BLOOD
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Cardinals Fearless In New "Terror Dome"
By Chris Chaney
Reporter
Welcome to York College's "Terror
Dome" — the schools new sports arena
where the basketball play is fast and furious
and the crowd goes wild after every shot.
The men's basketball team was unbeaten (30) at home through early December.
The Cardinals have added a new dimension to the team this season which has greatly
improved their play. No, I' m not talking about
the addition of 6-5 forward Ricky Parkes who
scores in double digits every game. No it's
not 6-7 center Noel Sampson who intimidates
any opponent who dares enter the paint. And
I'm not referring to the finesse of guards James
Cooper or Donzel Cleare.
What has made this team untouchable at
home are the standing room only crowds that
heckle the referees, barks (rowf! rowf!
rowf!) when the Cardinals score, and runs
out onto the court to celebrate a well-earned
victory. Along with the Cardinal mascot,
and the acrobatic cheerleaders, they have
created the mystique of the "Terror Dome".
The men's basketball team seemed to
have something special going on from the
start of their home opener against Old
Westbury on November 29. Sophomore
sensation Ricky Parkes (36pts) followed up
a missed jump shot with a thunderous slam
to score the first points ever at the arena. The
Cardinals led from that point on — running
and gunning their way to an eleven point
win. Despite the lopsided 87-76 victory, the
Panthers did make a strong run at York in
the second half. They got as close as 65-63
at one point.

Head Coach Ronald St. John depends on a new home court advantage at York.
"I just called another time-out and told
them we had to hang in there and not lose
focus," said Coach Ronald St. John. "The
key thing they always have to remember—
even when teams are coming back — is that
we have the lead. It's rough to catch up.
And when you do, it's hell to now take that
team. The guys hung in there and they
played hard and they wanted to give the fans
for the first home game something to cheer
about. And I think they did!"
The next two home games had the same
results for the Cardinals. York came from
behind to put away the Hunter College

Hawks on December 5 (106-105). Then they
lulled the crowd to sleep in their 70-56
blowout of the Lehmen Lancers.
The Cardinals appeared troubled as they
faced the Hawks. They got off to an exceedingly slow start and were prone to turnovers.
When the game reached the final six minutes of the second half, the Cardinals were
down by eight.
Hunter guard Secundio Diaz had a monster game. He punished the Cardinals with
thirty points. Luckily, York received some
outstanding guard play of its own. Charles
Suitt hit two three pointers in a row.

York picked up their defensive intensity
at that point and managed to take a one point
lead.
Hunter had possession in the final seconds of the game. Secundio Diaz'jump-shot
that would have given Hunter the lead was
disallowed by the referees for being shot
after the buzzer sounded.
Good thing there's no instant replay in
college basketball or the Cardinal fans who
stampeded onto the court after the win might
have been disappointed.
York's win against Lehman wasn' t nearly
as close and lacked the zest of the first two.
Beautiful it was not! If not for the exciting
play of Noel Sampson, many of the fans
would have left the "Terror Dome" early.
Sampson was unstoppable in the paint. And
if he wasn't stealing the ball he was leading
the fast break for an easy score. Not bad for
a 6-7 center!
Despite the Cardinals overall play, or lack
of it, they still managed to protect their home
record. Yet, it wasn't a satisfying win for
coach St. John.
"I'll take a win any way it comes. But
did we play well? No! We played like garbage!" said St. John. "This game should
have been put away in the first half. In the
first half we should have been up by 20 —
in this game the whole bench should have
been playing a long time ago."
What about York?
"There are two bright spots we have to
this team," explained St. John. "One. we
haven't lost a game at home. And second,
we're in pretty good standing (2-1, 2nd
place) in the conference."

VEGETARIAN'S
DELIGHT The Health Promotion Center
Is located in the
MEW
Health and Physical Education Building
Boom P305
Call for Appointment
718-282-5205

92-40 Guy R. Brewer Boulevard
Jamaica, New Yorki 1433
(between Jamaica & Archer Avenues
Across the street from York College)
718-523-5159
OPEN: 10:30 AM - CLOSE: 7:00 PM
KITCHEN CLOSES AT 6:00 PM
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